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Standard Pad Spread 12” x 61¼” [305 x 1556 mm]

Number / Size of Pads 3 / 11” [28 cm] diameter, lipped

Overall Dimensions 30¼” [767 mm] wide x 95½” [2426 mm] long

Mast Height 119½” [3034 mm]

Mast Tilt Up to 27” [686 mm] outward from vertical position  

Load Capacity 450 lbs [205 kg]

Unit Weight 395 lbs [180 kg] (Does not include ballast)

Standard Features Toe-kick floor locks
Auto-brake winch
Special high-capacity Wood’s Powr-Grip Vacuum Cups 
Smooth gliding rubber rollers
Automatic mast lock 
Tilt damper

Wood's Powr-Grip products are sold 
through authorized dealers. 

The Ace Dolly from Wood’s 
Powr-Grip® features a unique mast 

design with manually operated 
vacuum cups, to lift and transport 
glass without the need for external 

power, cranes or high ceilings.
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The Ace Dolly eliminates the need for external power, 
overhead cranes and high ceilings.  Capable of handling 
glass sizes to 130” x 144” [3302 x 3658 mm], it efficiently 
lifts and carries large glass where other glass transport 
systems can’t. The versatile design permits glass 
transfers from either the face or the end of storage racks 
and cases. A unique mast design features manually 
operated vacuum cups that grip glass and hold it 
securely for transport. Smooth gliding rubber rollers 
support glass weight and ease movement when loading 
from the end. The manually operated auto-brake winch 
locks and releases in any position.  In use for more than 
20 years, the Ace Dolly makes lifting large lites a quick 
and efficient one-person job.
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The Ace Dolly from Wood’s Powr-Grip® features a unique mast 
design with manually operated vacuum cups, to lift and transport 
glass without the need for external power, cranes or high ceilings.


